YOU WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE as we answer Jesus’ prayer in John 17:21 “…so that they may all be one…that the world may believe that you sent me.”

IF YOU’VE EVER HOPE FOR...

...a common Evangelical witness of our faith in God on the world stage in the face of increased secular opposition and misunderstanding of who we are and what we have to offer this troubled world...

...a strong, effective Christian voice to the world’s powerful on behalf of the powerless and vulnerable to end suffering from religious persecution, imprisonment, shuttered churches, and human rights abuses...

...a global Jesus-centered movement of peace and reconciliation helping to heal division and conflict both in the Church and community that brings transformation...

...a more united Body of Evangelical believers ministering cooperatively and efficiently in evangelism, discipleship, church development, pastoral training, disaster relief and more...
As a WEA Global Friend, for a monthly or annual amount donation of your choosing you’ll enjoy

> Knowing you are connected to the global evangelical family, learning, praying, participating and strengthening the global voice and work of Evangelicals.

> Access to private virtual events hosted by the WEA Office of the Secretary General where you’ll hear insider news, stories and commentary on key issues facing the global church.

> Subscription to WEA news releases, newsletters, and video reports.

> Access to the soon-to-be-released WEA app that connects you with other WEA network friends around the world and provides valuable leadership themed content.

> Inclusion in periodic opinion polls on topics facing the global evangelical church.

> Inspiring and thought-provoking content to share with your church or group to help them more aware of and praying for others in the global evangelical family.

> Web badge to use on your site or social media identifying you as part of the WEA network.
WEA Global Friends give either a monthly or annually recurring gift in the amount of their choice.

Our suggested monthly contribution is $20, our suggested annual contribution is $200.

Your gifts will be used to support WEA’s global ministries including advocacy for religious freedom and other human rights, peace and reconciliation initiatives, church leadership training, women in co-leadership program and more.

“Through WEA I can hear and often see firsthand how God is at work throughout the world in extraordinary ways. WEA has built collaborative bridges with regional and national church alliances in many countries and provides an influential voice in places where the Church seems almost invisible. As a pastor I am often reminded how important it is to be united and connected globally.”

—Ray Swatkowski
Epikos Church, Milwaukee, USA

IMPORTANT NOTE
WEA Global Friends is not a formal WEA membership, it is for individuals who wish to be engaged with the global Evangelical family. Use of the WEA Global Friends web badge does not constitute endorsement by WEA. To join the WEA churches and organizations, learn more at worldea.org/our-family/become-a-member